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Attention: Chief, Docketing and Service Branch D 2M " " O.
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SUBJECT: GESMO y

Gentlemen:

Federal Register 53933 Volume 45 No. 158 August 13, 1980 invited co=ments
on issues raised by a July 14, 1980 letter from Mr. Stuart Eizenstat to the
NRC regarding reopening of the GESMO proceedings. Middle South Services on
behalf of itself and the other members of the Middle South Utilities System
hereby responds to the above request.

Fir's t , we perceive little if any ambivalence in either the INFCE or the
. NASAP findings with respect to the proliferation potential or future applicability

of the plutonium-uranium fuel cycle. Proliferation is pri=arily a political
matter and is not substantially affected by " technical fixes" or avoidance of
recycle by one nation in the international co=munity. Their findings vere, in
fact, completely predictable three years ago when the two studies were initiated.
There remains to this date no evidence that the co==ercial fuel cycle has resulted
in any nuclear weapons proliferation and little to support concern that it will
contribute in such a fashion in the future. .

|

Second, it appears likely that successful completion of GESMO is a logical |

precedent to cot:=ercial reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel. Successful execution f
of com=ercial reprocessing will greatly simplify waste disposal by reducing sub-
stantially the volume of the waste to be disposed of, reducing by orders :f
magnitude the concentration of very long lived radionuclides contained therein,
and permitting adjustment of its chemical form to one more suitable for disposal.
Furthermore, commercial reprocessing will relieve or eliminate the need for AFR
rtorage and permit recycle of spent fuel reducing the burden of mining and enrich-
ment. In addition to contributing favorably to fuel cycle economics with its ,

attendant positive impact on the ratepayer for electric service, it would be |

expected from the arguments indicated above that recycle would preduce a net
positive environmental i= pact. Such being the case, it would seem that as a
minimum, the environ = ental impact of not proceeding with GESMO should be suitably
assessed in a fashion which appropriately addresses both the spirit and intent

O*> %
of NEPA. ;
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Third, the future of the LMFBR in this country remains an issue on which
censensus certainly has not yet been achieved. Although the :ennection between
GESMO and the LMIBR may in some limited and legalisti: :ases be a tenuous one,
tnere can ce no soubt that tne LMFER uses mixec 0xtee fuel. In fset, it woulc

appear reasonable in the long ters that it is to the LMF2R that GESMC is
primarily directed. The LXF3R provides a place to dispose of the long lived
actinides which exacerbate to some extent the waste disposal problem. Most

,

importantly, it mandates reprocessing, and extends this nation's energy
|

resource base by several orders of magnitude. Foreclosure of GESMO contributes
to the extension of the de facto moratorium of the LMF3R in this country, an'

action which has immeasurably greater environmental impact overtones than that
i mentioned above, and as such is suitable for 1ppropriate treatment under NEPA.

In summary, we believe that the GESMO proceedings should be reopened at
once, now that the INFCE findings have removed the only remaining obstacle
to doing so. The remaining questions raised in the F.R. notice have been
suitably addressed above.

Sincerely.
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